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THE GREEN SHEET 
  Gulfstream Park Selections 
       By, John M. Gaver III 

 www.johngaver.com 
 
Gulfstream Park: 2017-18 Championship Meeting 
Tenth Day: Friday, December 15, 2017 
Post Time: 12:35 P.M. Eastern 
Gulfstream Meet Stats: 92-24-20-15—26%W, 64%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
BEST BET: #1 Quebec (1st race)—5-2 M.L. 
LIVE LONGSHOT: #9 Salinger (2nd race)—8-1 M.L. 
 
RACE ONE 
(#1)QUEBEC: Won last 2 on this level with aplomb; loves the GP course  
(#5)ARTHEMISA: 2nd behind top choice 2-back; big try in Claiming Crown 
(#7)CONQUEST DYNASTY: Solid turf form, drops; start away from best? 
(#3)HASSAH(GB): Love her pedigree; has placed in seven-of-11 in 2017 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-5-7-3 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#7)CALORIC: Catches dicey crew on the drop; “bullet” in holster, Saez up   
(#9)SALINGER: Drops in for $25K, gets Lasix, hood; rough start in debut 
(#1)NO DRINKING RULES: Turf-to-dirt suits; tends to find trouble at start 
(#4)GRAN KING OF KINGS: 2-pronged drop on point; improvement likely 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-9-1-4 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#7)HARRY’S GONE GRAY: Love the cutback to 5F trip; good fit for $25K   
(#5)DOMENIC: Dom is much better in turf sprints; second off the sidelines  
(#2)VISIONS OF YOU: Hasn’t missed the tri off the claim; attracts Rosario 
(#3)OFFSHORE TRIP: Improved w/ hood; just missed in lone turf sprint try 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-5-2-3 
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RACE FOUR 
(#3)JERSEY STREET: Last better than it looks on paper; first start for tag   
(#7)PLAYERS LUCK: Sports sharp form for Ziadie; snug fit for a quarter  
(#4)GREGORY SUN: Shows up off extended hiatus for a $30K tag; 6F suits 
(#2)TALENTO: Drops off a lengthy layoff, toss last in slop; route-to-sprint 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-7-4-2 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#5)SHOOTIST: Faces weak field on slight class hike; much better on dirt    
(#9)DINO DUDE: 3 seconds in last 4 on turf with blinkers; handles dirt? 
(#1)BRAVE REQUEST: Placed in 50% of his lifetime starts; 0-for-10 at GP 
(#3)FULLBACK FOYE: Closer gets more distance; never been in this cheap 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-9-1-3 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#1)MAKING HAVOC: Big class drop, speed, rail; Gullo Barn off to hot start   
(#9)SILVER SASHAY: 7YO drops off the claim; 8X winner at Gulfstream 
(#5)FIRST DISTINCTION: On the drop for sharp barn; placed in 5-of-7 at GP 
(#4)LOVING VALENTINA: Solid try vs. open foes in last; wants “fast” track 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-9-5-4 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#5)HERESURLAMAMAMA: Bet down to 2-1 on debut; has upside, drops  
(#10)CAITLIN’SATTHEBAR: She’s more effective on grass; comes in fresh 
(#9)COSITA RICA: In the money in 3-of-5 lifetime on turf; wheeled back 
(#7)MOMMA TRIES: Game debut for $16K; improves, bred to handle turf 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-10-9-7 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#1)JUST FOOLIN AROUND: Back on same level off gritty win; fires fresh   
(#4)TIPSY KITTEN: Been facing tougher foes; enters Florida-bred ranks 
(#6)WITHOUT REMORSE: Has never run a bad one on the weeds for a tag 
(#8)MAI TY ONE ON: Handy but loves place money; Cibelli Barn hot of late 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-4-6-8 
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RACE NINE 
(#3)SPICE LADY: TAP barn white-hot at tilt, strong off long layoffs—upside   
(#4)TAP TO IT: Good effort from tough post off long layoff at CD; improves 
(#8)MY COUSIN MARTHA: Was rolling late in last start at GPW; great post 
(#6)VENTINA: Steps up in class off 13 days rest; has improved on the dirt 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-4-8-6 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#3)BATTLE OF BLENHEIM: 2-turns on turf is on point; holds all the aces   
(#7)KULIN ROCK: Half-length off top choice in last; tries two-turns today 
(#8)PLAYING HOOKY: Exits key prep for this; love the 2-turn stretch out 
(#10)DADDY’S COZY: Scat Daddy gelding should love the grass; 15-1 M.L. 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-7-8-10 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


